THE ENSEMBLE VACATIONS
HOW-TO:

CRUISING
EUROPE’S

“Ask the river, where it comes from?
You will get no answer. Ask the
river, where is it going? You will get
no answer, because the river lives
inside this very moment; neither in
the past nor in the future, in this
very moment only!”
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Mehmet Murat ildan, Turkish
playwright and novelist
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WATERWAYS
Liz Fleming

As we sat on the deck in the soft
breeze, the river carried us gently
into the twilight. On shore, lights
began to warm the windows of
the houses, and a young mother
appeared in a doorway, waving to us
as she called her children to dinner.
A dog bounced, raced and barked
along the riverbank for a dozen
panting meters before dropping to
his stomach in the grass to watch us
disappear. We sailed onward, taking
us deep into the heart of Holland.
It was our first river cruise and like many who make the
switch from the larger cruise ships, we were enjoying
the relaxed intimacy of this style of travel. Worlds away
from the multi-deck floating mega-resorts we were used
to sharing with thousands of other guests, this ship had
a more manageable 138 passengers. Rather than seeing
nothing but waves as we made our way from port to port,
our stateroom overlooked the shores of the river and we
were often close enough to call out to the people who
watched us cruise past.
River cruising is an entirely different travel experience
– and it’s gaining popularity around the world. From
Europe to South America, Africa, Asia and beyond eager
travelers are embarking on in-depth explorations of
the world, gliding along networks of rivers in long, lean
cruise ships. If you’re thinking of giving it a try this year,
you’ll find a huge selection of itineraries and some very
elegant ships waiting. As competition heats up, some
river cruise ships are even featuring butler service as they
strive to match the levels of luxury found on large-scale
cruise ships. Though river cruise ships are smaller and
have fewer onboard dining and entertainment options,
they’re by no means a lesser experience. What you lose in
size, you gain in fascinating access to the countries you’re
exploring. This is up-close-and-personal travel at its best
and it might be just the change you’re looking for.
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On a river cruise ship, the view is the thing and many
ships now offer suites with spectacular ‘French balconies’
or large-scale sliding glass doors that open directly into
the suite. Avalon Waterways has recently added three
new ‘Panorama-class’ vessels, sleek ships with staterooms
featuring walls of glass that stretch to create enormous
indoor balconies.

View of Trees in a canal near
bruges belgium

Watching the shore is a novelty when the ship is under
sail, but you’ll love the port days most, when you have
a chance for a total immersion in the local culture.
Shore excursions on river cruises run the gamut from
simple guided walking tours to full-day motor-coach
extravaganzas or more exotic choices such as winery
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Dordogne river

Hot trends this year

Canals of Bruges (Brugge),
Belgium. Winter view.

short as a few hours or as long as a full day,
including meals ashore. The walking tours
are generally manageable by most guests but
shorter, more limited itineraries are usually
available. It’s also possible to explore the
ports on your own, keeping a watch on the
time to make sure you’re on board before
sail away. Be sure to check with the Cruise
Director if you’re not sure which excursions
would suit you best and be honest about
your preferences. Often, if guides are local
and English is not their first language,
you’ll be offered simultaneous translation
headsets. A tip: the headsets work best in
close proximity to the transmitter, so don’t
stray too far from the guide.
The fastest growing segment of the cruise
industry, river cruise companies are offering
an everincreasing selection of destinations
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This year is the 125th anniversary of the completion of the Eiffel
Tower and tours of the City of Lights as additions to Seine River
cruises are going to be very well received.
© NEIRFY/SHUTTERSTOCK

Note: it’s wise to give careful thought to
the shore excursions you choose, and be
sure to base your decisions on your own
mobility and stamina. Tours can be as

Cruises that explore the canals and waterways of Belgium and
Holland are very popular, as are voyages on the Rhine/Rhône and
Danube and itineraries that allow travelers to explore Portugal, from
Porto to the Spanish border, sailing on the beautiful Douro River.

and creative itineraries. Guest preferences
have been carefully researched and ships
now offer everything from free WiFi, to
bicycles for loan (especially fun for canal
cruises so you can roll along beside the water)
to the waiving of singles supplements. Most
river cruise ships are allinclusive – including
shore excursions – a huge advantage, as
anyone who's ever blown the big ship budget
on à la carte excursions will tell you!
With the explosive growth in the river
cruise industry, and the addition of so many
appealing itineraries and ship amenities,
comes a parallel growth in guests – and a
lowering of the median age. Rather than
waiting to cruise the beautiful rivers of
Europe in their twilight years, a whole new
wave of young cruisers is appearing, eager to
set sail and explore today.
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Perhaps the best part of a river cruise shore
excursion is the small group in which you'll
travel. Rather than joining a landing party
of thousands of invading tourists as is the
case with big cruise ship shore visits, a river
cruise rarely involves more than a couple
of hundred guests. Small groups don't
overwhelm ports so your experience will feel
more authentic and relaxed. There's time to
chat with the café owner as you sip a latte
in the sun, minus annoying hordes of other
passengers.

This year will be particularly enticing for those interested in
WWII history, as we mark the 70th anniversary of the D Day
invasion. For those wanting to make a comprehensive tour of
WWII sites there are itineraries that will include excursions to
the ‘spy haven’ of Lisbon, the Guernsey countryside, once part
of the German Atlantic Wall, Juno and Gold beaches, the white
cliffs of Dover and more. Many river cruise passengers will be in
Cherbourg on June 6, to mark the 70th anniversary – sure to be
an unforgettable experience.
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tastings, onshore cooking classes, concerts,
museum visits, castle explorations and
more, enabling guests to steep themselves in
the essence of each port. Many companies
offer preandpost stays in various ports,
so guests can bookend their cruises with
landbased extras.
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HOT EUROPE RIVER CRUISING: SUMMER 2014

Ensemble Experts Suggest
UNIWORLD
European Serenade
Vienna to Amsterdam
14 Days


AVALON
Central Europe Experience
Prague to Paris
12 days
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Ask your Ensemble Agent for details

Amsterdam canal scene with bicycles and bridges
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Old town of Porto at sunset, Portugal
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